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The latest news of the market, both
Russian and foreign articles on printing,
announcements of exhibitions
The latest news of the market by both Russian and foreign articles on printing announcements of
exhibitions vacancies and resumes industry and a lot of other interesting information. The company
produces books hardcover magazines, and brochures in soft cover a variety of printing products in the
printing industry. A few years ago, printing was the biggest in Eastern Europe the equipment for hot
set. Over 100 pieces of typesetting machines, the Linotype, the Monotype of about 40 jobs for typing
today is in the past. Modern complex PAGE oﬀset printing. High quality hardcovers provided excellent
work ﬂow lines KOLBUS. Successfully running a complex digital printing. From the author to the
publisher from the publisher to the printer from the printers to the reader - such is the way of the
book. Of the book the way You have entrusted the printing of the Science which is the largest
poligraﬁcheski enterprise of the Russian Academy of Sciences problem-solving for academic
publishing reﬂecting the major achievements of fundamental and applied science. In the printing
monthly printed 300-350 titles of books and magazines with a total circulation of 400 thousand copies
ensured annual growth of the manufactured printed products. Produced scientiﬁc books and
magazines ﬁnd a permanent high demand in research institutions and educational institutions of
specialists in all areas of the country. Currently, the Printing house of Science was reorganized in the
form of joining to the State unitary enterprise of Academic research and publishing printing and
knigorasprostranitelskie center of the Russian Academy of Sciences Publisher Science. The quality of
academic editions always have been high requirements. Traditional methods of printing and binding
has survived to this day but the process of improvement of the company. Time dictates the
conditions. The company oﬀers a full range of services for prepress, printing and ﬁnishing processes a
wide range of materials. Printing press is a socio-cultural center of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Here are regularly held various forums congresses conferences meetings. In election campaigns here
is always polling station No. 1 of the Arbat district. Much attention is paid to the veterans of the
printing house gave the production many years of his life. Annually held the traditional meeting of the
leadership of the trade Union Committee and with the veterans each year they receive ﬁnancial
assistance. Typography is the base enterprise for a number of educational institutions of the capital.
Every year students of the Moscow state University of printing Moscow and
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